THE   LITTLE   ROCKET
I treated that car badly and it was right to get its own back
on me. I see that now. But I did resent, and still resent, the period
when the horn began to go off on its own at odd moments and
nobody could find what caused it. Waiting in a traffic block at a
crossing, with die red lights holding us back, it would suddenly
start, and policemen would look sternly round and taxi-drivers
would make the remarks that taxi-drivers make and lady drivers
would get hysterical and go into reverse when they wanted to
go forward, and altogether it was most unpleasant.
There is a limit, and this was a scurvy trick of The Little
Rocket. But even^worse was when it did this in the middle of the
night, as I was driving home, and policemen would stop me and
ask what I meant by it, and I would try to explain that I couldn't
prevent it and at that a knowing look would come over their
faces and they would say, 'Oh yes, I've heard that tale before',
and would produce a large book from some hind pocket.
In Vienna, too, I had to learn to drive The Little Rocket again.
For^two years I drove it with an international licence that had
expired^ and this was the sort of thing you could do in that easy-
going Vienna, but one day the authorities remonstrated and said,
look here, you really must take out an Austrian driving licence
now. The next few .days I spent going from this department to
that department, and filling in forms, and then one morning^ about
the crack of dawn, I had to present myself for a medical examination.
^This was another strange experience which I owed to The
Little Rocket. I was ushered into a cubicle, told to strip naked,
and given a glass vase. I thought for a moment that I had got
into the wrong medical examination. Perhaps I should emerge
from this room, I thought, a soldier in the Austrian Army, or
something of that sort, one of those historical figures the mystery
of whose disappearance is never really cleared up, like Kitchener
or Gustav Hamel or Johann Orth. Afterwards I re-entered the
room to find myself one of a large company of gentlemen all naked
and all holding glass vases> However, it was all right, I passed
easily, they seemed to think I had the stuff in me to make a
motorist of the first water.
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